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of points, allows using simple (fast) way for obstacle
avoidance [1] – section is visible even from places in surrounding, from which point could not be visible. Fig. 1.
shows the path, which is described only with 3 vectors,
although there are 4 typical points.

Introduction
The simplest method to find shortest path is to strain
elastic thread from start point A to target point B, bypassing obstacles C and D, as showed in Fig. 1. Path touches
obstacles and repeats obstacle profile in touch intervals,
while stretch sections compose it in free space. So, the path
could be defined if some typical points (touch points E, F
and break points G, H) are known.

Fig. 2. Jump of the distance and vector marks

Detection of vector marks is executed while scanning
known environment and finding radar jumps to the obstacles.
Work analyses known environment, so global search
algorithm [4, 5, 6] should be used for path trajectories calculations. The purpose is to find shortest path to the target
point.
Vector marks, which are used for determination of
the shortest path from initial robot point to the target point,
are created for robot navigation [1]. The logic of formation
of vector marks is based on scanning known virtual environment, when the real scanner work is imitated.

Fig. 1. Shortest path from A to B

Work [1] suggest to use vectors (vector marks),
which vertexes are in typical points, and its orientation is
concurrent to the direction of possible way, instead of using these points. Amount of necessary vector marks is such
that, from any point, which is free from obstacles, in surrounding at least one vector mark could be visible. The
task of vector marks determination is related with the task
of “museum guards” [2], i.e. if surrounding could be divided into n prominent polygons [3] (Fig.s), then, the
amount of vector marks is no more than n/3. The usage of
vectors allows robot to forecast further turns, i.e. to perform necessary corrections of motion speed, evaluating
dynamic features. The usage of sections (vectors) instead

Problems in detection of break points
It is rational to comminute the step of scanner scanning angle in points, where the possible distance jump is
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founded while scanning using virtual scanner. However
such treatment can significantly reduce speed of the search.
In order to avoid it, fast convergent search method is used,
for example, binary search. Despite it, this method should
be modified, in order to don‘t omit real points, where are
distance jumps. Such risk emerges, because spurious break
points might be detected, for example, near the wall.

Fig. 4 points ‘B’ and ‘C’ will be considered as break
points. When scanning further on break points are detected
as well. Therefore, using the created fixation rule of the
detection of break points in case of a small angle between
the wall and the radar beam break points are obtained. If
the wall is long a break point will be detected in every step
as value ∆l every time will be bigger than previously. If
break points are detected in three consecutive steps and
they are in one straight line it is determined that a parallel
wall is found. The following features are used in order to
detect a parallel wall:
1. Break points are detected in three consecutive
steps.
2. All three break points are in one straight line.
If a parallel wall is detected the mark point lying on
the straight line, which is parallel to the pseudo-wall near
the first break point of the triad, is generated. At this point
the vertex of an additional vector is formed. Fig. 4 demonstrates the case where scanning is started from point ‘A’.
Starting with point ‘B’ more significant changes than previously are detected; therefore, point ‘B’ is considered as a
break point. Break points are detected in the next two steps
as well. It is determined that a wall is detected since all the
three break points are in one straight line. In the case demonstrated in Fig. 4 point ‘D’ is the vertex point of an additional vector mark. It is formed near the first point of a
determined triad. The length of the formed additional vector mark is measured in the window of a software tool.
When the generation of an additional vector mark is done
all the other previously detected points forming a straight
line are ignored.
When younger generation vector marks are being
searched for scanning is continued from the end point of
the formed additional vector mark.

Fig. 3. Two distance jumps h1, h2 and only one opening

Fig. 3 shows two positions of the scanner beam, sections cd and ce, the angle between them is equal to the
scanner step angle ∆α. The length of beams are significantly different, i.e. exceeds fixed aesthesia g, so there
could be distance jump point, describing opening, between
them. If traditional binary search is used, the scanner step
should be reduced doubly and new interval, where the
typical point is, of angle should be defined. In this case
distance jumps h1=|cd|-|cf| and h2=|cf|-|ce| are large-sized:
h1>g and h2>g. In this case, it is not clear among which
beams there is real beam distance jump (opening). Traditional binary search will be used only if such indeterminacy will be eliminated. Obvious way to eliminate indeterminacy is to pulverize step of the search, in interval
∆α, until the changes of the distance will be less than aesthesia g, when scanning the wall of obstacle B. Authors
suggest other method, which is procedure of recursive binary search. This procedure is applicable in every interval,
where is possible distance jump. This method is faster,
because it is not necessary to calculate distances using minor step in places, where binary search gives fast and positive effect.
Problems appear with long narrow corridors and narrow holes in them. In such cases, a lot depends upon the
scanning angle of the scanner. A hole in a corridor might
not be detected in cases with a particular scanning angle of
the scanner. It will not be found because the scanner will
‘miss’ it.
If the point from which scanning is performed is near
the wall (Fig.4, point A) and the angle α between the wall
and the radar beam is small enough a slight alteration of
the scanner angle ∆α can influence significant changes in
the length of the scanner beam. The distance between the
points A-C and A-B is considerably different by value ∆l
even though the radar beam is rotated at a small angle ∆α .

Fig. 5. Too large radar view angle conditions the appearance of
additional vector marks

When scanning the environment between two parallel
walls the radar view angle influences the formation of additional vector marks. In Fig. 5 vector marks M 1 and

M 2 are additional and the direction of further scanning is
opposite to the direction of these vector marks.
When scanning from the end C of the vector mark
M 1 break points are detected in three consecutive steps and
those break points are in one direct line. A parallel wall is
determined. The first point of the detected triad in Fig. 4 is
B. In point F parallel to point B a new additional vector
mark M 2 is formed. The end of this mark is in point E as
demonstrated in Fig. 5. When scanning from the end point
E of the vector mark M 2 it is possible to detect pseudo
break points in the previously scanned territory if the radar

Fig. 4. Pseudo break near the wall

The vector marks generation method demonstrated in
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view angle α is unrestricted. Such break points could be
detected in the range between point B and the end C of the
vector mark M 1 . In order to avoid detection of pseudo
break points it is advisable to limit the radar view angle.
The angle α should be such that the last visible points are
points A and B which are parallel to the vertex point F of
the vector mark M 2 . In the case demonstrated in Fig. 5 the
angle α is limited to 2700.
If the wall is detected the additional vector mark is set
at the point on the radar beam parallel to the wall at distance corresponding to the first (nearest) break point. All
pseudo break points lying on the previously find direct line
are ignored after the additional mark is put. When the next
generation of vector marks is under searching near the
wall, the scanning begins from the point D and the angle
between radar beam and the wall is not so small. It is important that such additional vector mark cannot be cancel
as redundant.
Narrow corridor might be treated as two parallel
walls. Such corridor is showed in Fig. 6. Usage of points
(from B to I ) with additional vector marks makes possible to avoid pseudo break points and found the hole J .
Some of additional marks are redundant, B and C for
example, and may be deposed.

other words – it is inside supervisory system, which controls robots. In this case, the problem of vector marks generation can be solved using virtual scanner, which has own
resolution and this resolution is warranted of used software, where supervisory system is organised. Main parameters, which describes perfect scanner are: perfect resolution and minimal scanner turn angle. Fig 7 shows unrationalised method of vector marks generation, when scanning of the environment is executed in long corridors with
or without openings at the end of it. This example shows
problem of unnecessary vectors (vectors from D to G),
generated in long corridors without exits. This situation
occurs because real scanner has its resolution and can‘t
identify is the opening at the end of corridors or not. Data
base is burdened with unnecessary information, which
does not affect final result. This process elongates time of
calculations or selection of the path, because all possible
paths must be reviewed and only one, the shortest path
must be selected.

Fig. 7. Vector marks tree in corridors with dead ends, composed
using unrationalised algorithm

If perfect scanner is used (the beam of the scanner
does not has scatter, but it is perfect; the system, which
ensures turn angle of scanner, could have any alteration of
the turn angle), absolutely different result, showed in Fig.
8, is received. Fig. 8 obviously shows, that virtual scanner
is able to determine openings even if the scanning angle is
very small. If there is no opening in the end of long corridor, according to rationalized algorithm, vector marks are
not generated. Target point, in viewed example, is very
close to the wall, so the aim of the experiment is to show
what possible scanner turn angle will be vouched for determination of the opening in the corridor. Experimental

Fig. 6. Example of narrow corridor with points of additional
vector marks

Rationalization of the search algorithm
Method of vector marks generation, showed in Fig. 5,
accomplishes process of generation of vector marks. In this
case it is necessary to use additional assumptions for
elimination of path search problems. This emerges from
assumption of evaluation of accuracy of existing real scanners. Tree of vector marks exits only in virtual world in
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results are: scanner is 3 centimetres from the wall; the distance from the scanner to the opening is 80 metres. So

arctg

3
= arctg (0.000375) = 1.29′
8000

Conclusions
1. New algorithm, which allows organizing virtual
scanner turn angle with resolution, not less than 1.29 minute, is proposed and implemented in virtual supervisory
system.
2. The time of vector marks tree formation is short
enough; the tree is not complicated with unnecessary information, which uses resources of computer memory in
further calculations.
3. Implementation of new vector marks formation algorithm into supervisory system allows effectively reduce
database, which is used for faster calculations of movement trajectory for any robot in any place in the environment.

(1)

scanning angle resolution is 1.29 minute, which could not
be realised using real scanner.
Data base with generated vector marks is significantly smaller, intellectual path calculation system uses
less time for path calculations and transmition of special
path points to real robot.
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